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For many people, visiting a car dealer-
ship is stressful. Whether they’re buying 
a car, having it serviced or need war-
ranty work done, there’s a lack of com-
munication. 

But an answer is at hand with a recent-
ly rolled out texting solution. When a 
Dealer Management System (DMS) can 
integrate both text and a mobile pay 
solution, it allows the customer’s expe-
rience to be enhanced considerably.

Why Text?

A recent study by Pew Research shows 
that approximately 80 percent of calls 
from a dealer either go to voicemail or 
the wrong person. There are also nice-
ties that are involved with a call (“Hello,” 
“How are you?” “How’s the weather?”) 
that take time and don’t focus on the 
reason for the call. 

Furthermore, only 2 percent of custom-
ers know the phone number to their 
Advisor at the dealership. This poses 
big problems because calls aren’t going 
through as needed.

As people become more dependent on 
smart phones, they are more likely to 
look at a text than they are to listen to a 
voicemail, especially because they can 
immediately interact with the text once 
it’s received.

Many Service Advisors stress when 
time-sensitive decisions need to be 
made from the customer. It’s important 
to be able to get ahold of a customer 
when repairs are being done, as they of-
ten need to authorize additional work. 
Otherwise, the car sits in a holding pat-
tern. Even though it was the customer 
who didn’t call back, it will be the cus-
tomer who becomes upset when a car 
isn’t ready.

By moving the conversation from 
phone-based to text-based, the deal-
ership is more likely to get a response. 

A customer can often see a text within 
seconds after it is sent. Without hav-
ing to get up from their desk at work 
or stop what they’re doing, they can 
respond in order to provide a Service 
Technician with the information that’s 
needed.

The real evidence that texts are more 
popular lies within the data itself. Stud-
ies show that the average smartphone 
user in the U.S. sends 764 text messag-
es a month and makes only 164 phone 
calls.  

Nowadays, texting is a more efficient 
form of communication, particularly 
when an immediate response is needed.

From Appointment to Check-Out

Texts are able to be sent to a customer 
from the moment they make an ap-
pointment. Staying in touch with a cus-
tomer ensures that they don’t feel for-
gotten. It provides a “nurturing touch” 
so that a customer knows what’s going 
on and who to contact. It also allows the 
dealership to make contact as needed 
and know that they’re more likely to get 
the responses.

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION
TEXTING WILL REDEFINE THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
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folder or get deleted along with all of 
the other email that a person sees and 
doesn’t want to open.

Metrics are an important part of a deal-
ership’s equation because they identify 
what’s going well and what needs to be 
improved. Without metrics, it’s nearly 
impossible to see if things are improv-
ing. It’s best to make small modifica-
tions here and there, as opposed to 
finding out about a problem after it’s al-
ready affected hundreds of customers.

New Technology

It’s vital to embrace new technology. 

Dealerships can have a DMS solution 
that’s cloud-based so that they aren’t 
confined to a desktop. There’s no VPN 
needed and phone numbers won’t be 
displayed. The security will provide fire-
walls, ensuring that peoples’ names and 
contact information are protected.

Technology-based solutions will ensure 
that a dealership is both TCPA- and 
FCC-compliant. There will be an op-
code text to ensure that customers con-
sent to receive texts from the dealer-
ship. This ensures that customers have 
the ability to provide a landline number 
instead or to opt out at any time.

In addition, it’s possible to receive writ-
ten authorization and get a time stamp, 
which is then stored for future retrieval. 
This is of particular importance if a Ser-
vice Technician contacts a customer to 
get additional work approved. A cus-
tomer will be able to see it all on their 
phone, review it and then provide the 
authorization to the dealership.

When making phone calls, it’s in real 
time. Customers don’t necessarily want 
to agree to spend hundreds of dollars 
without reviewing images or seeing the 
costs broken down. 

Sending information via text allows 
customers to make decisions within 
minutes. They can process the informa-
tion more effectively and ask additional 
questions if necessary.

Benefits of Embracing Text Technol-
ogy

Dealerships that have switched to text 
and mobile pay solutions are experienc-
ing faster Service approvals, faster RO 
closes, faster loaner returns due to the 
“vehicle ready” text and convenience 
thanks to mobile pay. Money enters 
dealership accounts faster, thus mak-
ing it easier to focus on the bottom line 
throughout operations.

The benefits that customers experience 
include a better form of communica-
tion, instant alerts and the ability to pay 
by various methods prior to arriving at 
the dealership. It allows customers to 
spend less time on the phone or with a 
Service Technician. They get the email 
that their vehicle is ready and can come 
pick it up without having to stand in line 
to pay or anything else.

Integrating technology into the dealer-
ship is what will ultimately improve the 
customer experience. 

 

Through enhanced communication, the 
ability to pay online and text follow-ups, 
the dealership stays in greater control. 
The dealership can offer new features 
to the customer and this translates into 
dealership loyalty and higher customer 
retention rates as well. 

After all, customers keep a dealership in 
business. Improving their experience is 
the only way that dealerships can truly 
improve customer service ratings — and 
integrating new technology has never 
been easier.
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